
Insure the Climate
– Can Space Contribute?
Conference on October 26, 2023 

Space and climate mastery hand in hand  
to ensure that climate targets are met

With the support from 
Swedish National Space Agency  
and Spira Teoretiska Gymnasium



Come and join us  
in building the future!
Join us for a very special one day event where we  
gather to focus fully on solutions to the challenges  
we as humans face as a result of climate change. 

This is not your ordinary conference. In fact, if there  
is one event not to miss this autumn, it is this one.  
You get to interact with and listen to world leading  
experts, thought leaders, gatekeepers, policy makers and 
visionaries at top level within the fields of climate, sustainability, tech 
and space. Be ready to expand your mind and open up for new thought 
provoking, innovative ideas and perspectives. You will leave with  
strategies, tools, new connections and a supportive network to help you 
navigate the coming years with more clarity and a renewed sense of hope. 

After all – where attention goes energy flows, so let’s come together 
and co-create the future we wish to see. Together!

This is where we meet,  
Space Arena auditorium.
The Arena is a large auditorium 
located in the central district  
of Stockholm, easily accessible 
by many public transports. 

Visit: https://insure-the-climate.confetti.events/

https://insure-the-climate.confetti.events/


First open Conference on  
Climate Insurance Thinking

Zeynep Kahraman-Clause
Head of Academia and Research at The SHIFT project,  
French think-tank on social transformation and  
20k member NGO.

Professor Christer Fuglesang
Physics and Space Travel at the Royal Institute of Technology 
(Stockholm) and former astronaut.

Professor John Hassler
Climate Economy at Stockholm University and  
member of the Nobel Prize Committee (Economy).

The event gathers on stage eye-opening participations by the following speakers:

You insure your house, your  
children, why not humanity…  
open up to insuring the climate.

The SHIFT project scientists and  
volunteers cooperate to advocate  
the holistic shift to a post-carbon 
economy.

The insurance solution must 
be equitable, sustainable and 
retractable.

ADDITIONAL SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
Gordon McInally, Rotary International President (digitally)
Mats Persson, Minister for Education, Sweden
Anna Rathsman, Director-General, Swedish National Space Agency
Fredrik Winberg, High tech materials entrepreneur
Cecilia Hertz, Space entrepreneur
Mathias Sundin, Founder WARP Institute
Marcello Romano, Professor, Space Systems Engineering, PoliTO, Turin, Italy
Ingmar Rentzhog, CEO and founder, We Don’t Have Time



Agenda 

 IGNITE

08.30–09.00 Opening remarks with welcome message from Peder Jonsson, Fuglesang Space Center  
 and Gordon McInally, Rotary International President

09.00–10.00 Opening talks
 Mats Persson, Minister for Education, Sweden
 Anna Rathsman, Director-General, Swedish National Space Agency
 Mathias Sundin, Founder WARP Institute 

10.00–10.30 Fika and mingle 

 INSPIRE

10.30–12.00 Keynote presentations followed by a panel discussion  
 John Hassler, Professor, Stockholm University
 Zeynep Kahraman-Clause, The SHIFT project 

 Panel: John Hassler, Zeynep Kahraman-Clause, Anna Rathsman and Mathias Sundin 

12.00–13.00 Lunch break with networking

13.00–14.30 Keynote presentations followed by a panel discussion
  Cecilia Hertz, Space entrepreneur
 Christer Fuglesang, Professor, Royal Institute of Technology
 Marcello Romano, Professor, Space Systems Engineering, PoliTO, Turin, Italy  

 Panel: Cecilia Hertz, Christer Fuglesang and Marcello Romano

14.30–15.00 Fika and mingle  

 EMPOWER

15.00–16.00 Next step solutions – more speakers to be announced 
 Ingmar Rentzhog, CEO and founder, We Don’t Have Time
 Fredrik Winberg, High tech materials entrepreneur 

16.00–16.30 Closing remarks
 Peder Jonsson, Fuglesang Space Center 
 Kristofer Erlandsson, Past district governor D 2350, Rotary International

16.30 End of event

Moderators: Sofie Marin and Heike Schneider

Subject to changes.



Climate change is high on the agenda. Humanity is struggling to  
solve problems of our own making. There is every reason to take  
an open view of our ability to innovate and change, as well as  
to utilise our experience in risk management.

Why do we need an  
Insure the climate day?

Drought, flood and a satellite image of a hurricane.

Visit: https://insure-the-climate.confetti.events/

https://insure-the-climate.confetti.events/


With the support from 
Swedish National Space Agency  
and Spira Teoretiska Gymnasium

Bring your friends.
Invite your colleagues and come.
Support the event and exhibit.
Be a sponsor – there are different levels to choose from.
In short, participate and be inspired as well as inspire!

For more information:
Email: info@rymdcenter.se 
Text message:  +46 (0)70 460 82 20

Buy tickets:
https://insure-the-climate.confetti.events/

https://insure-the-climate.confetti.events/

